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2018/19 Instructional Program Review

 Program Review Data and Resources

 

Submission Information (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer: Kristian Secor

Liason: Madeleine Hinkes

Department Chair: Carlos Toth

Manager/Supervisor: Dr. Danene Brown

CTE: Yes

 

Faculty/staff (REQUIRED)

Number of T/TT Faculty: 1

Number of Adjunct Faculty: 4

Number of sections taught by T/TT Faculty: 4

Percent of FTEF taught by T/TT Faculty: 40%

Number of Pro-Rata Faculty: 0

 

Program Mission (REQUIRED)

The Program mission of the Web Development programs is to provide students with a learning environment that focuses
on the skills, knowledge, teamwork, business technology, ethics, and attitudes needed to successfully gain and maintain
employment, to progress in a career path, to attain a degree or certificate, or to earn lower division credits which transfer
as electives to baccalaureate institutions.

Our program promotes the idea of lifelong learning, workforce training and we are committed to equity and success. Through
the many courses offered in our program we help students reach their educational goals, all while creating a positive
learning environment.

The courses in the Webd program are offered in a variety of delivery methods including ‐ on‐campus; fully online; hybrid;
full‐semester courses; as well as short‐term courses of varying lengths. This variety helps to provide the flexibility many
students need to achieve their educational goals. In the program offerings, every effort is made to incorporate collaboration,
teamwork, and critical "soft skills," as well to encourage innovation and accountability. "Real world" applications, best
practices, and interdisciplinary collaboration engage learners and provide the strong foundation that will allow them to
secure gainful employment and advance in their chosen career.

The mission and goals of our program are in keeping with the overall mission of the college, which is to provide a welcoming
atmosphere and a productive program to empower students in shaping their future.
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 Program Overview (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Program Overview Section (See appendix)

 Curriculum (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Curriculum Section (See appendix)

 

Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Outcomes and Assessment Section (See appendix)

File Attachments:

1. Digital Technology 2017-22 CLO Assessement.xlsx  (See appendix)

2. DigitalTechnology-CLOs.xlsx  (See appendix)

3. WedbCLOResponses.xlsx  (See appendix)

 

Program Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Program Analysis Section (See appendix)

File Attachments:

1. Form1PartF-6DigitTOPCodeCollege.pdf  (See appendix)

2. numberofenrollmentsmesa2016-17.pdf  (See appendix)

3. NumberofStudentswithdegreeorcertificate.pdf  (See appendix)

4. percentemployedaftertwoquarters.pdf  (See appendix)

5. WEBDCourse Retention Rate.pdf  (See appendix)

6. WEBDCourseSuccess.pdf  (See appendix)

7. WEBDEnrollment and Scheduling Trends.pdf  (See appendix)

8. WEBDGrades by Term.pdf  (See appendix)

9. WEBDProgram GPA.pdf  (See appendix)

10. WEBDRetention by Course.pdf  (See appendix)

11. WEBDSuccess by Course.pdf  (See appendix)

12. WEBDSuccess by Modality.pdf  (See appendix)

Program Goals (REQUIRED)

Curriculum Advancements
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Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Program Overview Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program strengths  
Discuss strengths of the program. 

Numerous Opportunities 

Web Development has numerous strengths as it offers many professional opportunities and 
directions. Students can leave the program immediately ready to enter work force as 
designers, developers, usability professionals, social media managers, search engine 
optimizers and numerous other web related fields. This program is unique as there a no 
other web development degrees in San Diego county. 

Flexible Scheduling 

Our major has offered very flexible scheduling over the past year as we experiment on how 
to get the highest enrollment based on class availability. We've offered numerous online and 
onground courses ranging from days to nights in order to tap into the market of adults 
already working in the industry as well as students looking to get into the field. Over the 
summer, we offered classes on ground Monday through Thursday beginning at 6:30pm after 
rush hour traffic and had very nice results. We've even started offering Saturday classes 
this year. 

Adapting to Industry Standards with New Curriculae 

We have the ability to meet industry standards with new curriculae as recommended by our 
new Professional Advisory Committee. This year we were able to propose new courses and 
every course offered in the curriculum has benefited from at least one update whether it be 
textbooks or new content.  

Experienced Faculty 

Both our full time and adjunct faculty all have numerous years of experience teaching or 
working in this field.  

Our Students 

Our students are diverse which brings and excitement to the classroom. As mentioned 
above, our students are usually either working adults already in the profession looking to 
polish their skills or entry level students. This created a symbiotic effect in the classroom of 
a web development course. Entry level students benefit by interacting with experienced 
professionals. They develop networking skills and an understanding that this field demands 
a lifetime of learning as the technologies taught evolve. Conversely, the adult students 
benefit by the fact that the entry level students demand thorough content, that the adult 



learners may have missed when learning on the job. By working together, these two group 
develope a mutually beneficial synergy that makes a web development classroom unique as 
they try to master challenging topics. 

  

(REQUIRED) Program challenges  
Discuss challenges to the program. 

Advisories 

Web development courses demand scaffolding if students are to reach the peak of their 
potential. The early courses build knowledge that will enable them to tackle the challenges 
of the later courses which require combining technologies. ECommerce Site Design (Webd 
173) for example demands that the student understand HTML & CSS (Webd 162), PHP 
(Webd 166), and Databases that store product information (Webd 153).  If the student does 
not come into Webd 173 with those skills which are listed under the advisories, they will be 
lost. The problem is that Webd 173 is required by both the CBTE major and the Computer 
Fashion Technology major. There for it has to be taught differently to accommodate all 
learners who do not have the skillset required in the advisories section. 

Speed of updatability 

One of the challenges of keeping a program on the cusp of new and emerging technologies 
is the ability to get new courses and course updates approved quickly. An example of this is 
a recent proposal for an advanced JavaScript course intended to meet industry demands. 
When it was proposed initially in the fall of 2018, its focus was to be on Angular, a 
JavaScript framework. In the year that has past, React (another) framework has overtaken 
Angular in popularity which means the focus of the new course will be a mix of Angular and 
React. Unfortunately, the system does not allow for course proposals as quickly as the 
technologies evolve. The course has been approved to start in the fall of 2019. 

Getting the word out 

Local professionals in the industry on the whole still do not know that Mesa offers this 
program. When students in the Web Program at UCSD Extension were asked about what 
they knew about Mesa's program, none of them knew it existed. Many said they would have 
come here instead because of its very reasonable cost.  

  

(REQUIRED) External influences 
Discuss external influences (Collegewide and beyond). 

External influences on our web development program are many, including employer and 
market needs, our competition and the evolution of the industry and the technologies it 
uses. 

Employer needs 



The primary consideration when evaluating why the Webd department does what it does is 
driven by market needs. We are here to prepare students for the work force and the help 
them excel at their jobs if they are already employed in the industry. There has been 
chatter about our committment to teaching PHP as our primary server sided language. 
There are groups asking why not something more robust, like Python or even Ruby? The 
reason is ubiquity. As of the time of the writing, PHP is used on at least 75% of all websites 
whose server sided language we know. This can be confirmed 
here: https://w3techs.com/technologies/details/pl-php/all/all . These statistics are 
reiterated elsewhere. If 75% percent of websites including large companies like Facebook 
and Yahoo are running PHP, then PHP will be our language of choice. 

Competition 

Competition also drives our decision making as an external influence on this department. 
We have to know our competition and what they are teaching in order to be successful. 
Currently, the program that most closely mirrors ours is Platt College which offers a 16 
month intensive Bachelors degree program: https://platt.edu/areas-of-study/web-design/ . 
Their cost is about $30000 for the degree.  UCSD Extension offers Front End Development 
certificates, but nothing that offers full stack the way we do. It's important to know that 
UCSD is in the proposal phase of an advanced JavaScript course similar to the one that we 
recently had approved. 

Evolution of the Field 

Our field constantly changes and evolves. Often this leaves our courses obsolete. One such 
case is our course named "Introduction to Dreamweaver" which is web development 
software that is 18 years old. We have removed this course and replaced it with the 
advanced JavaScript course. In the mean time, it is being branded as "Modern tools of web 
development" course where not only dreamweaver is taught, but also more modern 
technologies. 

  

(REQUIRED) Areas of Focus 
Describe one or more areas that your department is focusing on. You will refer to this 
response in the Program Analysis Section. 

The two most major areas of focus are the implementation of new curriculum and getting 
the word out about these improvements. 

New and Updated Curriculae 

In the last year at several courses were removed, altered or introduced to meet industry 
need. This process will be ongoing annually as it needs to be. There have already been 
industry changes since this past summer. 

Getting the word out 

We need to show the community and potential perspective students that we are the most 
modern, up to date program in the region. We have begun this process at the beginning of 



the Fall 2018 semester with the College's communications office working with Monica 
Romero and her team 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs ONLY.  

Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) Describe how the program's industry partners (including advisory 
committee) assist with program improvement including curriculum advice, 
obtaining equipment, providing internships and finding or providing other 
funding (limit 500 characters) (P.N. 1.b.). Please upload Advisory Committee 
minutes from the last year here. 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 

In the past year, we had our first attempt at out reaching to the employment community to 
create ongoing relationships. Vitamin Talent, a head hunting firm, was invited to speak to 
our Web Club. They focus on Digital Design and came in the spring for a talk. Miva 
Merchant, an eCommerce firm, has also spoken. In spring 201, we are planning a portfolio 
show for invited employers. 

pacminutesfall2018.docx 

(REQUIRED) Describe how your program connects to High Schools, Universities 
and Continuing Education, creating career pathways in your field. Include 
articulation, specific projects, collaboration with teachers/professors, etc. (limit 
500 characters) (P.N. 3) 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 

This past year, we reviewed Continuing Education's FEWD curriculum and evaluated their 
final exams. We also reviewed the Digital 1 & 2 programs with SDCE. Our Pac Committee 
meeting is made of professionals from other Schools including UCSD and the Art Institute. 
Additionally adjunct teachers participate in the Pac Committee meetings. We have plans in 
the near future to visit high schools and will work with the communications department to 
facilitate taht. 

  



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Curriculum Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program Name 
Web Development 

(REQUIRED) What degrees and certificates are offered? 
We offer an Associates Degree (29+ credits) and a Certificate of Acheivement (18 credits) 

(REQUIRED) How many of each degree and certificate have been earned in the 
past 4 years?  

2014/2015 11 Certificates of Achievement and 9 Associate Degrees (The Major was both 
Web Development and Web Design) 

2015/2016 8 Certificates of Achievement and 5 Associate Degrees 

2016/2017 15 Certificates of Achievement and 11 Associate Degrees 

2017/2018 13 Certificates of Achievement and 9 Associate Degrees 

  

(REQUIRED) If you have no (or very few) degrees/certificates, what other paths do 
you offer? (for example, GE, transfer) 
Our courses transfer into the Cal State system. Most of our students take these programs to 
gain entry level jobs in field. We have classes that are required by other majors, specifically 
web162 for CBTE and Webd 173 for both CBTE and Fashion Technology. 

(REQUIRED) Have you developed any new courses in the past 4 years? Please 
give details. 
Yes. In addition to consistently updating all courses, this year we have proposed an 
advanced JavaScript course to meet market needs. Once known as just a client controlling 
language, JavaScript has evolved into a full stack language allowing for server sided 
storage. WEBD 171 Advanced JavaScript for Web Development was approved last June and 
should run in the fall. Additionally Webd 191 (Professional Practices) has been converted 
from a team project course to a portfolio course to allow students the ability to show their 
work to potential employers. 

(REQUIRED) Have you made other curricular changes? (for example, 
renumbering, sequence change, co-reqs or pre-reqs) 

Yes, Webd 153, Beginning Web Databases needed to be changed as it is a high level course 
with a low number. It has been changed to Webd 167 so that it follows Webd 166 
(Introduction to PHP). This allows students the knowledge to control their databases with 
PHP and prevents students from signing up for 153 as a first course without advisories. 



Webd 165 (Introduction to Dreamweaver) was removed as was a requirement for the Adobe 
PDF Creation course (CBTE177) 

Additionally, Webd 162 has been renamed to Webd 152 in order to make sure it comes 
higher up in the chain of required courses. As you may know, once a number is assigned in 
curricunet, it is assigned forever. Therefore we also moved 162 to 152 to allow for future 
growth if we are utilizing the same system. 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs ONLY. 

Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) List any licensure and/or accreditation associated with your 
program. 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
There are no licenses or accreditations associated with Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Indicate the program TOP codes for your AA, AS, COA and COPs.  
Please find TOP Code Link in the Directions. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 
0614.30  

(REQUIRED) Indicate the SOC codes and title associated with your program’s AA, 
AS, COA and COPs.  
Please find SOC Code Link in the Directions. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE 
15-1254 

(REQUIRED) Select the sector associated with your program.  
Link to sectors list: In process of being developed 

 Information & Communication Technologies (ICT)/Digital Media 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Outcomes and Assessment Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Web Development 

(REQUIRED) We are halfway through our 6-year cycle. Is your 
department/program on target to complete CLO assessment by Spring 2022? 
Please attach your schedule for CLO assessment, with explanations as needed. 
Refer back to Direction #3 on how to attach documents. 

Yes, Web Development will complete the CLO assessment by Spring 2022. The schedule for 
digital technology has been attached. Technological assessment was completed in 2017-
2018 for all course in web development with all courses exceeding expectation. 

The Critical Thinking area will be completed this year, followed by communication in the 
year 2019-2020 and tech awareness in 2020-2021 

During the Winter meeting of 2018, the Web Development department met with Rachel 
Russel who is overseeing the process.  We reviewed the classes that were due for 
assessment. The only potential hold ups are the following: 

1. Class Cancellations due to low enrollment 

2. Reduced class offerings due to low enrollment. 

We were able to review all courses in 2017-2018. Those results are attached. 

  

  

  

(REQUIRED) Please list your PLOs. 

Students who complete the Web Development Program will be able to: 

  Technological Awareness: Students will be able to evaluate and apply appropriate 
technology to support specific business activities and business solutions. 

 Critical Thinking: Students will be able to analyze specific business problems or 
situations and identify possible solutions, including predictive analysis, synthesis of 
information, resourcefulness, and troubleshooting. 



 Communication: Students will be able to choose the appropriate mode of 
communication for a specific situation and then communicate ideas, concepts, and 
solutions through effective written and oral communication. 

(REQUIRED) What progress have you made in your PLO assessment? Please 
attach your schedule, with explanations as needed. 
Refer back to Direction #3 on how to attach documents. 

Assessment Schedule 

 2016-2017: Communication 

 2017-18: Technological Awareness 

 2018-19: Critical Thinking 

 2019-2020: Communication 

 2020-2021: Technological Awareness 

 2021-2022: Critical Thinking and/or Communication 

This coming year will be our assessment of critical thinking. During the Winter meeting we 
will preliminarily assign reviews to faculty. A reassessment will be made two weeks into the 
semester after a determination has been made as to whether a course will run or not. 

(REQUIRED) What have your completed assessments revealed about your 
courses or program? 

In the last assessment, we met the goal of 70% compliance with the assessments with 
regard to technological awareness. Currently, we feel that the recent alteration, addition, 
and subtraction of course to meet market need will assist our goals of improving this. We 
are going in the right direction. There are areas of improvement available. Many of our 
faculty are understanding our end goal of finding employment for these students and 
understand the necessity for quality portfolio worth projects. With this goal in mind, in the 
assessments, it was mentioned repetitively that final projects should be started earlier and 
a greater demand for quality aesthetics should be required in the final project rebrics 
regardless of the course the project satisfies. Efficient code is ineffective if the design that 
code emcompasses fails to catch the eye of the perspective employer. 

(REQUIRED) If issues or problems were identified, what is your plan for 
implementing change? 
The goal of getting quality portfolio pieces will be readdressed during our winter faculty 
meeting. We will discuss ways in which we can facilitate the production of a quality 
portfolio. The current plan is to convert Webd 191 (Professional Practices) into a 
Portfolio Course. We will use this course to not only prepare our students with interview 
skills, but to mak sure their portfolios shine. We will take all of the projects leading up 
to this capstone course and ensure that they have reviews of their work with a focus 
not only on code quality but also the aesthetic. We are planning to have our 
professional advisory committee come into a class period toward the end of spring 
where they will be giving mock interviews and portfolio reviews. Additionally, we are 
planning a portfolio show for our outgoing students where employers will be invited to 



see their work. This will occur at the end of the spring semester in the new Business & 
Technology center. 

(REQUIRED) Based on your assessments, have you identified resource needs? 

 None 

Please provide any other comments. 
This is a very different major than most. It needs to be scaffolded and every thing we do 
should be kept for our portfolios. Most entry level jobs in this industry demand 1 to 2 years 
experience. We need to make sure our students' experience at Mesa counts ny showing the 
best work possible to local employers. 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Program Analysis Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Using the data dashboards, discuss how students are doing in your 
program. Please refer to indicators of success, retention, persistence, etc. 

We are currently in a low enrollment trend that appears to be very much related to our 
strong economy. One way around that is to target the already employed student who is 
looking to brush up on their skills. Overall the success, retention and persistence rates are 
inline with the trends and benchmarks of the college.  

Equity and Balance:  As of the Spring 2018 semester the racial breakdown of our students 
in Webd showed balance inline with the rest of the institution. The breakdown of our 
students were 32% White, 19% Latinx, 16% Asian and 7% African American. 

Success: When we look at the overall course success rate trends in the Course Success 
Metric (Attached as WEBDCourseSuccess.pdf) we see our course success slightly below the 
MESA IEPI goal for 2021-22. Our success rate for the past year sits at 72%, identical to the 
college's success rate. When we lok at the individual course success rate (Attached as 
WEBDSuccessbycourse.pdf) we see all courses but two extending past the orange filter, and 
shows two courses with lower success. Webd 162 (HTML & CSS) is our entry level course 
which earned only a 59% success rate. THis could be because it is the first time students 
see code and make a decision on whether the complexity is worth it or not. The other 
course that is lower is Web 165 (Introduction to Dreamweaver)  which has an even lower 
58% success rate. This is a course that has been removed as the technology taught is 
becoming obsolete. That could explain the low success rate, but the situation is being 
corrected. 

Retention: The Retention Rate By Course Data (Attached as WEBDRetention by Course) 
shows most courses at around 80% retention. Webd 165 is again a straggler, with the 
lowest retention rate of 78%. Our retention rates are slightly lower than the overall college 
retention rates of about 85%. Our most recent year, saw an increase from 78% to 81% and 
I'm hoping is attributed to the hiring of a new faculty member and the implementation of a 
greater web development presence on campus including a web club and the overall changes 
forthcoming to curriculum. 

Persistence: 

Since 2012 we have awarded 109 Certificates of Acheivement and Associate Degrees to our 
students. 67 were Cerificates and 42 were Associates Degrees. 39 were female and 70 were 
male. 

We are starting to reach out to our alumni to build a community network.  



We believe that by reaching out to our alumni in this relatively new program, we can find 
success stories. Here are a few. 

Here are some examples of Mesa Web Development Grads as Industry Leaders: 

Nathan.Shannon@outlook.com 
 
Network Operations Engineer with Rady’s Children Hospital 
 
951-397-9940 

Sunny Datko Software Engineer at Verogen 
 
sunnydatko@gmail.com  
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sunnydatko/ 

Mauricio Walters - Developer Book Warrior. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mauricio-walters-7b344372/ 

Eric Van Johnson leads the San Diego PHP Meetup Group.  
San Diego PHP Meetup Group 
 
Eric Van Johnson <esolves@gmail.com> 

(REQUIRED) How does your program help to prepare students for success 
beyond your classrooms? 
As a CTE program, our curriculum is focused less on transfer ability and more on industry 
success. This is evidenced by our both our curriculum and our ongoing connections with 
industry leaders within the community. All classes now require a capstone project which is 
meant to be a portfolio piece. A mentioned previously, we have had several employers 
speak to our students both during class sessions and at our Web Club Meetings. In Webd 
191 (Professional Practices) employers will be coming in to the classroom and giving mock 
interviews. Additionally a portfolio show is being planned to run in the Spring of 2019 where 
employers can see our students' work. 

(REQUIRED) Given your stated area(s) of focus in your program overview section, 
has your program introduced new or different actions that may have affected 
changes in these indicators? Please describe. 
The two most major areas of focus were the implementation of new curriculum and getting 
the word out about these improvements. Both of these initiatives are new and have not 
been focused on since the program was developed. Many of the courses have been stagnant 
and not updated since 2012. There for all actions are new as of the Fall of 2017. New this 
past Fall 2018, has been the initiative with the communications office of getting the word 
out about web development. In addition to updating the curriculum, we redesigned both the 
content and aesthetic of our handouts, brochures and flyers. For the first time, Web 
Development had a table in the Major Fair. The initiative includes the education of 
counselors as to what Web Development teaches, where our students get hired and what 
kinds of students might be a good fit for the program. 



  

(REQUIRED) Has your program introduced any new actions specifically focused 
on issues of equity? Please describe. 

Yes we've made efforts in both content presentation and course scheduling to allow all 
potential students access to all of our content. 

CLOSED CAPTIONING OF LIVE CONTENT 

In our classes we do many screencasts to help not only our online but also onground 
students. 

We've made absolutely sure that any screencast that is live is closed captioned. This can be 
a challenging as many software do not have that functionality built in yet. Fortunately 
ZOOM has added it to their platform. Other options include using Blackboard Collab and 
uploading it after the meeting to Youtube to take advantage of their closed captioning tool 

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING 

This past summer, we experimented with offering all of our courses late after rush hour 
traffic has finished. We ran all courses at 6:30pm to 8:30pm for students with full time jobs 
who enjoy learning on campus. This was a success as my attendance was higher than in all 
the semesters since I joined the department. 

(REQUIRED) Describe the trends in enrollment for your program. What changes 
might you foresee in the next 2-3 years? 
We we look at our enrollment and trends, attached as WEBDEnrollment and Scheduling 
Trends, we see our FTES as just 31 students as opposed to our high point of 47 students in 
the Spring of 2016 Our Census enrollment sits at 224 students in the Fall of 2018 versus 
our high mark of 341 in the Spring of 2016. I realize when the economy is strong, our 
enrollment goes down, but when one looks at the many code bootcamps offered, they are 
doing very well comparatively. Potential students search for web development education 
using keywords. When I began proposing new curriculum changes in the Fall of 2017, I used 
google trends to determine what keywords these perspective students were search with. 
That coupled with industry research, our pac committee's advice and what our competition 
was doing prompted the curriculum changes proposed. Because these changes have been 
approved, they will be rolling out beginning in the fall of 2019. This is when I expect to see 
an increase in our enrollment. Also, due to the of new course names like JavaScript II or 
Advanced JavaScript, we should be able to adapt to industry changes and simply adjust the 
frameworks taught in these advanced level courses. 

(REQUIRED) Are there any data sets that are not already provided in the 
dashboards that you could use to inform your program? 
Yes, I didn't see employment data anywhere. One of my goals here is to make sure every 
employer knows that we exist and what we teach. The fact that we teach eCommerce and 
offer LAMP Stack courses make us a unique educational outlet. If I know who got hired 
where, I could reach out and get them involved by developing symbiotic hiring and 
curriculum informing relationships. 



(REQUIRED) In what ways can the college support your program in our effort to 
encourage major and career exploration early on in a student’s college 
experience? 
Mesa has already been very supporting and I expect that will continue. When I proposed the 
Major's portfolio show, my committee and every one involved were very supportive offering 
rooms and places where we could hold it. Our next step is to get the counselors on board, 
understanding what we teach and what we do. I'd like to work more synergistically with the 
College's employment office to get data of where our past students might be working. That 
would help. Developing a program in this industry is very much about communication and 
networking. 

The Following Questions are for CTE Programs/Services ONLY. 

Enter "not applicable" if your program/service is not CTE. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs ONLY: Provide specific labor market information 
showing: 1) Number of jobs available or projected in San Diego County 2) 
Number of other institutions offering the program 3) How many Mesa students 
completed the program in the last three years 4) The pay rates for those in the 
industry (limit 500 characters) (P.N.2.A) 
Enter "not applicable" if your program is not CTE. 

1. According to data provided by CCC Center of Excellence there is average of 85 jobs 
available per year.  

2. 3 

3. 61 

4. Median annual income of $51,807 with an Associate’s degree as the typical entry 
level of education. 

  

(REQUIRED) For CTE Services ONLY: How are CTE students identified and 
tracked for service? (limit 500 characters) (P.N.2.B) 
Enter "not applicable" if your service is not CTE. 
To my knowledge, they are not tracked. We can start an initiative to track this with both the 
Career Center and Monica Romero. 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs/services ONLY: Upload the report from 
Launchboard that includes at least three (3) of the following Strong Workforce 
metrics for your BASELINE year. 
Please use the Cal-PASS Plus Launchboard Link available in the Directions. 
 
Refer back to Direction #3 to #6 on how to attach documents. 
 
Strong Workforce Program Metrics 



a. Number of Enrollments 
b. Number of students Who Got a Degree or Certificate 
c. Number of Students Who Transferred 
d. Percentage of Students Employed in Two Quarters After Exit 
e. Percentage of Students Employed in Four Quarters After Exit 
f. Median Earnings in Dollars Two Quarters After Exit 
g. Percentage of Students Who Achieved a Job Closely Related to Field of Study 
h. Percentage Change in Earrings 
i. Percentage Who Attended a Living Wage. 
 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program/services is not CTE. 
a., b, and d have been uploaded. 

(REQUIRED) For CTE programs/services ONLY Upload the report from the CCCO 
Perkins site for the College Aggregate Core Indicator Information by 6 digit TOP 
Code.  
Please use the Core Indicator Reports Link available in the Directions. 
 
Refer back to Direction #3 to #6 on how to attach documents. 
 
Enter "not applicable" if your program/service is not CTE. 
This has been uploaded 



 

Goal

Goal Mapping

Make sure Webd 171 is offered in
the Fall
This is the Advanced JavaScript
course that will allow us to tap
into a different, more professional
market of students

No Mapping

Marketing

Goal

Goal Mapping

Get 30 Employers to Attend the
Portfolio Show
We will be having our first
portfolio show for the Web
development students. Our goal is
to have at least 30 employers
attend.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic
Goal 5.1, Strategic Goal 6.3

Hold Flex Sessions for Counselors
I would like to educate the
counselors to our new curriculum
and what we do in order to better
service our students

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 2.4

Better Tracking of Alumni
Need to get better tracking of our
CTE students' and their successes
and/or failures.

CTE 2018/19: Perkins Core Indicator
Activity 4, Strong Workforce
Recommendation 11, Strong Workforce
Recommendation 7

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
Web Development
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 Action Plans for Non CTE Programs (REQUIRED)

 Project Plan for CTE Programs Only (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional CTE Project Plan Section (See appendix)

 Closing the Loop (REQUIRED)

Form: 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional Closing the Loop (See appendix)

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
Web Development

5
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Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional CTE Project Plan Section" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program or Service Name 
Web Development 

Strong Workforce 

_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) Description: Describe your project and your project outcomes. 
As this is our first program review, we have no Strong Workforce projects at this time. 
However there are numourous initiatives in place that fall under the intent of the strong 
workforce umbrella, including, but not limited to new currulae, employer events and 
marketing throught he communications office. By the summer, our goal is to develop 
relationships with at least 30 companies in the San Deigo area and invite them to our 
portfolio show. We also want to communicate our new JavaScript course to the community 
as it will be very much in demand according to industry research. 

(REQUIRED) What needs motivate this project? 
Both enrollment and industry demands are motivating our goals. If we build relationships in 
the community, our placement rates should rise and I'm hoping the companies will use 
Mesa to re-educate their employees. 

(REQUIRED) Risks: Describe the associated risks that may prevent successful 
completion of your project. 
Risks are several including the quality of the student work that employers will see at the 
portfolio show and a potential lack of participation from the community. 

(REQUIRED) Investments: Briefly describe investments you will make and explain 
how these will result in improved performance in the Strong Workforce Metrics. 
Webd 191 will be dedicated to improving the portfolios of outgoing students. In that class, 
I'm hoping to get pac committee members who are industry professionals to review student 
work and conduct mock interviews to prepare students for the portfolio show. 

(REQUIRED) Major Activities & Outcomes 
The portfolio show is the major activity. I've done these before at the Art Institute of 
California at San Diego with great success. Students were literally hired on site. For this to 
happen, we need to build interest now. 

Perkins 

_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) Describe the program project’s intent and how it addresses SLO’s 
and how it aligns with Program Review. (P.N.1.A) (limit 500 characters). 
Web Development does not have any Perkins pojects. 



(REQUIRED) Briefly describe program improvement issue(s) concerning the 
program’s TOP code and cite specific examples. Include the specific deficits 
provided in the Perkins Core Indicator Report (CIR) data for the program by 
referring to those below the state negotiated levels and special populations 
(P.N.4.A) (limit 2000 characters). 
Web Development does not have any Perkins pojects. 

(REQUIRED) Briefly describe how the issue(s) will be addressed (objectives) 
specifically referencing activities in Perkins. Explain how deficits described in the 
response above will be rectified by planned program improvements (P.N.4.B.1) 
(limit 2000 characters). 
Web Development does not have any Perkins pojects. 

Perkins for Services ONLY 

_______________________________________________________________ 

(REQUIRED) Describe the assistance this service will support the success of CTE 
students (P.N.2.C) (limit 500 characters). 
Web Development does not have any Perkins services. 

(REQUIRED) Explain what evaluation measures will show the success of the 
service (P.N.2.B and P.N.3.B) (limit 500 characters). 
Web Development does not have any Perkins services. 

(REQUIRED) Briefly describe the service improvement issue(s) that requires 
funding (P.N.4.A.2) (limit 2000 characters). 
Web Development does not have any Perkins services. 

(REQUIRED) Briefly describe how the service issue(s) will be addressed 
(objectives) specifically referencing activities. (P.N.4.B.2) (limit 2000 characters).   
Web Development does not have any Perkins services. 



Form: "2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review 
Instructional Closing the Loop" 
Created with : Taskstream  
Participating Area:  Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Program name 
Web Development 

(REQUIRED) Which one(s) of the following were received in past year? 

 Faculty 

(REQUIRED) How have these resources benefited your program and your 
students? 

As the full time faculty member hired, I can attest that having a full time faculty member 
ensures that students and curriculum get full attention. This is a field that constantly 
changes and a fulltime faculty member is necessary for keeping watch over the industry and 
assuring that we are teaching to the market. Moving forward, there will need to be 
curriculum changes and advancements not every year, but every semester and it is vital 
that we make our proposals in a timely fashion before our technologies become obsolete. 

So far our new faculty member (me) has created a web club, updated every course, 
removed two obsolete courses and proposed new courses.  

A PAC committee meeting has been created with industry professionals, a portfolio show is 
being scheduled now and we've had several local employers come in and speak. 



Request Forms

 BARC & Facilities Requests

 Classified Position Request

 Faculty Position Request

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
Web Development

6
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Reviewers

 Liaison's Review

Form: Instructional Program Liaison's Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)

 Manager's Review

Form: Instructional Program Manager's Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
Web Development

7
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Appendix

A. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Program Overview Section (Form)

B. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Curriculum Section (Form)

C. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional
Outcomes and Assessment Section (Form)

D. Digital Technology 2017-22 CLO Assessement.xlsx (Excel
Workbook (Open XML))

E. DigitalTechnology-CLOs.xlsx (Excel Workbook (Open XML))
F. WedbCLOResponses.xlsx (Excel Workbook (Open XML))
G. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional

Program Analysis Section (Form)
H. WEBDSuccess by Modality.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
I. Form1PartF-6DigitTOPCodeCollege.pdf (Adobe Acrobat

Document)
J. numberofenrollmentsmesa2016-17.pdf (Adobe Acrobat

Document)
K. NumberofStudentswithdegreeorcertificate.pdf (Adobe

Acrobat Document)
L. percentemployedaftertwoquarters.pdf (Adobe Acrobat

Document)
M. WEBDCourse Retention Rate.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
N. WEBDCourseSuccess.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
O. WEBDEnrollment and Scheduling Trends.pdf (Adobe

Acrobat Document)
P. WEBDGrades by Term.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
Q. WEBDProgram GPA.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
R. WEBDRetention by Course.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
S. WEBDSuccess by Course.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
Web Development
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S. WEBDSuccess by Course.pdf (Adobe Acrobat Document)
T. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional CTE

Project Plan Section (Form)
U. 2018/19 Comprehensive Program Review Instructional

Closing the Loop (Form)

Instructional Program Review 2018/19 (Comprehensive)
Web Development
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Programs listed by tab

Outcome Assessment Schedule
2018-2019 Critical Thinking
2019-2020 Communication
2020-2021 Technological Awareness

2021-2022 Critical Thinking and/or Communication and/or any class that hasn't been assessed

Key:
SPRING  CLO Assessed/Semester assessed
cancelled Not assessed, plan for assessment
FALL Planned assessment
???? Help planning needed

*** If you are colorblind let me know and I'll reformat color choices.



Students will be able to evaluate and apply 

appropriate technology to support specific 

business activities and business solutions.

Students will be able to analyze specific 

business problems or situations and identify 

possible solutions, including predictive 

Students will be able to choose the 

appropriate mode of communication for a 

specific situation and then communicate 

WEBD 153 Students will be able to create a database 

table.

Students will analyze the purpose of a 

database table and create fields that convey 

the purpose.  

Students create field labels that clearly 

communicate the field's purpose in the 

database.  

WEBD 162 Students will be able to produce valid HTML 

or XHTML code using a text editor.

Students will be able to choose the 

appropriate HTML element for content (i.e. 

<h1>, <p>, <div>).

Students will be able to create a basic menu 

system that communicates the purpose of 

the linked pages.

WEBD 165 Students will be able to add two images to a 

website.

Students will be able to use an html title to 

communicate content to search engines.

Students will be able to choose copy for title 

and headings that communicates page's 

purpose.

WEBD 166  Students will be able to create a database 

to be used with HTML pages.

Students will be able to upload their website 

to a web server that supports an individual 

database.

Students will be able to communicate to end 

users the function of the database fields  on 

a webpage by clearly labeling them 

following industry standards.

WEBD 168 Students will able to format an HTML tag 

using CSS on a page in their sites.

Students will be able to create an external 

CSS file and incorporate it into the HTML 

file.

Students will be able to proofread a website 

and corrected errors.

WEBD 169 Students will be able to create folders and 

manage files and folders on the hosting 

server.

Students will be able to use file transfer 

protocol (FTP) to upload files to and 

download files from the hosting

server using professional and safe protocols.

Students will be able to communicate to 

other web designers the file structure and 

containing content by using good naming 

practices for all folders and files.

WEBD 170 Students will be able to write well 

formulated Javascript code to a webpage.

Students will be able to create a jQuery  

script to handle an event on a webpage.

Students will be able to write comments in 

the code that clearly annotates a script or a 

section in the code.

WEBD 173 Students will create a simple database to be 

used on an ecommerce webpage.

Students will be able to integrate PayPal into 

an e‐commerce website in a CMS.

Students will add labels to database fields 

that clearly communicate the fields' 

purpose.

WEBD Program 
Level SLOs

WEBD PROGRAM AND COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES

WEBD Program and Course SLOs 1 3/27/2019



WEBD 191 Students will create an index page for a 

website.

Students will be able to create a website 

appropriate to meet the client's intended 

purpose.

Choose layout that best communicates site's 

structure.

WEBD Program and Course SLOs 2 3/27/2019



Core Indicator 1 College Percent Above or Below
Technical Skill Attainment Negotiated Level Performance Negotiated Level

Count Total State District

1 CTE Cohort* 23 24 91.00 86.40 95.83 9.4

2 Non-Traditional 91.00 86.40 N/R N/R

3 Displaced Homemaker 91.00 86.40 N/R N/R

4 Economically Disadvantaged 15 16 91.00 86.40 93.75 7.3

5 Limited English Proficiency 91.00 86.40 N/R N/R

6 Single Parent 91.00 86.40 N/R N/R

7 Students with Disabilities 2 2 91.00 86.40 100.00 N/A

8 Migrant 91.00 86.40 N/R N/R

Core Indicator 2 College Percent Above or Below
Completions - Credential, Certificate, Degree or 
Transfer Ready

Negotiated Level Performance Negotiated Level

Count Total State District

9 CTE Cohort* 14 14 88.00 87.84 100.00 12.2

10 Non-Traditional 88.00 87.84 N/R N/R

11 Displaced Homemaker 88.00 87.84 N/R N/R

12 Economically Disadvantaged 11 11 88.00 87.84 100.00 12.2

13 Limited English Proficiency 88.00 87.84 N/R N/R

14 Single Parent 88.00 87.84 N/R N/R

15 Students with Disabilities 2 2 88.00 87.84 100.00 N/A

16 Migrant 88.00 87.84 N/R N/R

Core Indicator 3 College Percent Above or Below
Persistence and Transfer Negotiated Level Performance Negotiated Level

Count Total State District

17 CTE Cohort* 22 23 90.00 90.00 95.65 5.7

18 Non-Traditional 90.00 90.00 N/R N/R

19 Displaced Homemaker 90.00 90.00 N/R N/R

20 Economically Disadvantaged 16 16 90.00 90.00 100.00 10.0

21 Limited English Proficiency 90.00 90.00 N/R N/R

22 Single Parent 90.00 90.00 N/R N/R

23 Students with Disabilities 2 2 90.00 90.00 100.00 N/A

24 Migrant 90.00 90.00 N/R N/R

Agreement # _______ 

Instructions:  Print out forms.  Complete and sign bottom of last page.

District/College: SAN DIEGO/SAN DIEGO MESA

061430 - Website Design and Development

Cohort Year CTE Enrollments: CTE Headcount: 
(includes CTE enrollments above introductory level only) (CTE students enrolled above introductory level only)

678 363

Form 1 Part E-C  Last Revised 01/15/2008 * If no district target is available then state targets will be used.

Section 1 Part F (for Colleges) Page 1 of 2

College Core Indicator Information by 6-Digit TOP (2018-2019)
Perkins IV, Title I, Part C Local Application



Core Indicator 4 College Percent Above or Below
Employment Negotiated Level Performance Negotiated Level

Count Total State District

25 CTE Cohort* 6 8 72.00 72.00 75.00 N/A

26 Non-Traditional 72.00 72.00 N/R N/R

27 Displaced Homemaker 72.00 72.00 N/R N/R

28 Economically Disadvantaged DR DR 72.00 72.00 DR N/A

29 Limited English Proficiency 72.00 72.00 N/R N/R

30 Single Parent 72.00 72.00 N/R N/R

31 Students with Disabilities 72.00 72.00 N/R N/R

32 Migrant 72.00 72.00 N/R N/R

Core Indicator 5a College Percent Above or Below
Nontraditional Participation Negotiated Level Performance Negotiated Level

Count Total State District

33 CTE Cohort* 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Non-Traditional 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Displaced Homemaker 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Economically Disadvantaged 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Limited English Proficiency 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Single Parent 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Students with Disabilities 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

  Migrant 25.00 23.08 N/R N/R

Core Indicator 5b College Percent Above or Below
Nontraditional Completions Negotiated Level Performance Negotiated Level

Count Total State District

34 CTE Cohort* 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Non-Traditional 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Displaced Homemaker 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Economically Disadvantaged 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Limited English Proficiency 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Single Parent 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Students with Disabilities 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

  Migrant 29.00 26.45 N/R N/R

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
*Note: Students meeting criteria for for this indicator with 12+ CTE units in a discipline (one course is above intro) in 3 years. See cohort specifications for 
full criteria.

The DR notation indicates privacy requirements - EDD requires that counts less than six not be displayed. N/A (Not Applicable) indicates 
denominators 10 or N/R (Not Reported) indicates categories where no participants were reported. These performance indicators include all vocational 
programs whether or not they are supported with Perkins Title IC Funds. For more detailed reports, see Core Indicators 'Summary' and 'Detail' Reports. 
Shaded areas are for your information and are not included as accountability measures.

By totaling each positive, negative, N/A, N/R outcome in the last column from items 1 - 34, I certify and acknowledge that performance in the 34 Core 
Indicator categories is as follows:

________ of the 34 are at or above the District negotiated level(s);
________ of the 34 are below the District negotiated level(s);
________ of the 34 are list as (N/A, N/R)

Department Chair (or authorized Designee) :________________________________________

Form 1 Part E-C  Last Revised 01/15/2008 * If no district target is available then state targets will be used.

Section 1 Part F (for Colleges) Page 2 of 2

College Core Indicator Information by 6-Digit TOP (2018-2019)
Perkins IV, Title I, Part C Local Application
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Strong Workforce Program Metrics
San Diego Mesa College || All Programs || 2016-2017

NUMBER OF COURSE ENROLLMENTS: 148,880

106,342
Microregion
Median

106,342
Macroregion
Median

75,684
State Median

322,228
Top in State

 

Source: Chancellor’s Office Management Information System
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Strong Workforce Program Metrics
San Diego Mesa College || All Programs || 2016-2017

NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO GOT A DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE: 1,696

1,489
Microregion
Median

1,489
Macroregion
Median

1,025
State Median

5,530
Top in State

 

Source: Chancellor’s Office Management Information System
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Strong Workforce Program Metrics
San Diego Mesa College || All Programs || 2016-2017

EMPLOYED IN THE SECOND FISCAL QUARTER AFTER EXIT: *

Due to time lags in receiving data, employment information is not yet available.

*
Microregion
Median

*
Macroregion
Median

*
State Median

*
Top in State

 

Source: Chancellor’s Office MIS system, National Student Clearinghouse, Employment Development Department Unemployment Insurance Dataset
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Select	Program(s)
WEBD

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Grand	Total

80%

83%
81%

78%
78%

78%

Course	Retention	Rate	Trends

Select	Course(s)
All

Select	Display	Type
Academic	Year

Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African	American
Filipino
Latinx
Native	American
Pacific	Islander
White
Unreported
Other

Gender
Female
Male
Unreported

Age	Group
Under	18
18	-	24
25	-	29
30	-	39
40	-	49
50	and	>
Unreported

First	Gen	Status
First	Generation
Not	First	Generation
Unreported

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to
very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must
be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

Reference	Lines:
Overall	College	Course	Retention	Rate	(remains	constant)
Filtered	Group	Course	Retention	Rate	(adjusts	with	each	selected	filter)

Additional	Filters



2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Grand	Total

72%72% 72%
71%

73%
71%

Course	Success	Rate	Trends

Select	Program(s)
All

Select	Course(s)
All

Select	Display	Type
Academic	Year

Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African	American
Filipino
Latinx
Native	American
Pacific	Islander
White
Unreported
Other

Gender
Female
Male
Unreported

Age	Group
Under	18
18	-	24
25	-	29
30	-	39
40	-	49
50	and	>
Unreported

First	Gen	Status
First	Generation
Not	First	Generation
Unreported

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to
very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must
be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

Reference	Lines:
Overall	College	Course	Success	Rate	(remains	constant)
Mesa		IEPI	Goal	for	2021/22	(remains	constant)
Filtered	Group		Course	Success	Rate	(adjusts	with	each	selected	filter)

Additional	Filters



Enrollment	and	Scheduling	Trends

0.70

2.73 3.15

1.55

3.17 3.29

1.59

3.55 3.37

1.40

3.55 3.08

1.20

2.46

0.19

3.24

FTEF	(1	FTEF		=	15	units	in	a	term)

83

329 340

173

307
341

149

319 274

136

263 274

102

224

14

139

Census	Enrollment

Summer	14 Fall	14 Spring	15 Summer	15 Fall	15 Spring	16 Summer	16 Fall	16 Spring	17-R.. Summer	17 Fall	17 Spring	18-R.. Summer	18 Fall	18 Spring	19-I.. Spring	19-R..

3

12
14

7

14 14

7

15 14

6

15
13

5

10

1

13

Valid	Sections	(Note:	excludes	Honors	contracts,	tutoring,	concurrent	sections	with	0	FTEF,	and	classes	with	0	values	for	all	FTEF,	FTES,	and	Enrollment)

School
School	of	Business	and	Technology

Program
WEBD

11

45 46

23

41
47

20

43
37

17

36 35

13

31

1

19

FTES	(1	FTES	=	525	contact	hours	or	30	credit	hours	in	a	year.	Includes	Resident	and	Non-resident	values)

Course
All

Class	Start	Time
All

Enrollment	(group)
All

Capacity	(group)
Multiple	values

Course	Designator
All

Terms	to	Compare
All



Select	Program
WEBD

A,	B,	C,	Pass D,	F,	No	Pass Withdrawal

SP18

FA17

SU17

SP17

FA16

26%
18%

57%

17%20%

63%

12%16%

72%

23%17%

60%

24%18%

58%

Grade	Distribution	by	Term

Select	Term
All

Select	Course
All

Select	Grades
All

Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African	American
Filipino
Latinx
Native	American
Pacific	Islander
White
Unreported
Other

Gender
Female
Male
Unreported

Age	Group
Under	18
18	-	24
25	-	29
30	-	39
40	-	49
50	and	>
Unreported

First	Gen	Status
First	Generation
Not	First	Generation
Unreported

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to
very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must
be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

Additional	Filters



Select	Program(s)
WEBD

Select	Course(s)
All

Select	Display	Type
Academic	Year

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Grand	Total

2.95
2.95

2.872.91

3.03 3.00

Program	GPA

Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African	American
Filipino
Latinx
Native	American
Pacific	Islander
White
Unreported
Other

Gender
Female
Male
Unreported

Age	Group
Under	18
18	-	24
25	-	29
30	-	39
40	-	49
50	and	>
Unreported

First	Gen	Status
First	Generation
Not	First	Generation
Unreported

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to
very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must
be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

Reference	Lines:
Overall	College	Term	GPA	(remains	constant)
Filtered	Group	Term	GPA	(adjusts	with	each	selected	filter)

Additional	Filters



Select	Program
WEBD

Select	Term
All

WEBD153
WEBD162
WEBD165
WEBD166
WEBD168
WEBD169
WEBD170
WEBD173
WEBD191

Grand	Total 80%
95%

83%
79%

88%
80%
81%

78%
78%
79%

80%

Retention	Rate	by	Course:	All,		WEBD

Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African	American
Filipino
Latinx
Native	American
Pacific	Islander
White
Unreported
Other

Gender
Female
Male
Unreported

Age	Group
Under	18
18	-	24
25	-	29
30	-	39
40	-	49
50	and	>
Unreported

First	Gen	Status
First	Generation
Not	First	Generation
Unreported

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to
very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must
be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

	Orange	Reference	Line:		Filtered	group	overall		course	success	rate	(adjusts	with	each	selected	filter)

Additional	Filters



WEBD153
WEBD162
WEBD165
WEBD166
WEBD168
WEBD169
WEBD170
WEBD173
WEBD191

Grand	Total 63%
88%

63%
64%

76%
64%

67%
58%
59%

67%

Success	Rate	by	Course:	All,		WEBD

Select	Program
WEBD

Select	Term
All

Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African	American
Filipino
Latinx
Native	American
Pacific	Islander
White
Unreported
Other

Gender
Female
Male
Unreported

Age	Group
Under	18
18	-	24
25	-	29
30	-	39
40	-	49
50	and	>
Unreported

First	Gen	Status
First	Generation
Not	First	Generation
Unreported

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to
very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must
be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

	Orange	Reference	Line:		Filtered	group	overall		course	success	rate	(adjusts	with	each	selected	filter)

Additional	Filters



Select	Program
WEBD

Select	Course
All

Select	Term
All

Campus Online/Hybrid Grand	Total
Grand	Total
WEBD153
WEBD162
WEBD165
WEBD166
WEBD168
WEBD169
WEBD170
WEBD173
WEBD191 100%

67%

64%

67%

46%

65%

84%

63%

64%

76%

64%

67%

58%

59%

67%

63%

88%

63%

64%

76%

64%

67%

58%

59%

67%

63%

Success	Rates	by	Course	and	Designator

Note:	As	filters	may	constrict	groups	to	very	small	numbers,		the	cell	count	must	be	10	or	higher	to	display	results.

	Orange	Reference	Line:	Filtered	group	course	success	rate	within	each	category		(adjusts	with	each	selected	filter.)



DEPT Semester Year Course Select CLO(s) assessed How many 

WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 170

Technological Awareness:  Students will be able to write 
well formulated Javascript code to a webpage., Critical 
Thinking: Students will be able to create a jQuery  script 
to handle an event on a webpage., Communication: 
Students will be able to write comments in the code that 
clearly annotates a script or a section in the code.

2

WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 166

Technological Awareness:  Students will be able to 
create a database to be used with HTML pages., Critical 
Thinking: Students will be able to upload their website to 
a web server that supports an individual database., 
Communication: Students will be able to communicate 
to end users the function of the database fields  on a 
webpage by clearly labeling them following industry 
standards.

1

WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 153

Technological Awareness: Students will be able to 
create a database table., Critical Thinking: Students will 
analyze the purpose of a database table and create 
fields that convey the purpose., Communication: 
Students create field labels that clearly communicate 
the field's purpose in the database.

1



WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 173

Technological Awareness:  Students will create a simple 
database to be used on an ecommerce webpage., 
Critical Thinking: Students will be able to integrate 
PayPal into an e-commerce website in a CMS., 
Communication: Students will add labels to database 
fields that clearly communicate the fields' purpose.

1

WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 168
Technological Awareness:  Students will able to format 
an HTML tag using CSS on a page in their sites.

1

WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 169
Technological Awareness:  Students will be able to 
create folders and manage files and folders on the 
hosting server.

1



WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 191
Technological Awareness:  Students will create an index 
page for a website.

1

WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 162
Technical Awareness: Students will be able to produce 
valid HTML or XHTML code using a text editor.

1



WEBD Spring 2018 WEBD 165
Technological Awareness: Students will be able to add 
two images to a website.

1



How many How many Our department has set the goal What assessment tool did How was the assessment 

1 9 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass Final Project
Students were asked to code a 
final project

1 12 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass Final Project Requirements Take home final project

1 17 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass Final Project Requirement. Online, Final Project Deliverable



1 9 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass

Students' eCommerce Web 
Sites were tested by buying 
actual products. A rubric 
was applied demaning 
instant payment notification, 
inventory control, content 
management and several 
other requirements.

In class

1 21 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass Chapter 1 Assignment Online

1 20 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass

Students were assigned to 
organize the files into their 
proper folder, edit the HTML 
and CSS to reference the 
new file locations, and 
upload the folder to a 
remote server.

Online



1 15 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass

The final was to develop a 
website as a team.  All 
projects included a 
complete website which was 
more than just the index 
page on the remote server

In class, Online

1 5 Exceeded: Greater than 70% pass In class exercises In class



1 19 Unmet: Less than 70% pass

The assignment rubric 
included the following 
criteria:
Add two images into web 
page 
Add ALT tags for SEO and 
screenreaders
Add media queries to make 
images responsive to 
screen size

Online



Do you have any comments you would Based on the results of your assessment, what If you suggested changes, how will you Addition

In order to satisfy the final project 
requirement, the student must be 
comfortable with JavaScript, HTML and 
CSS.

I'd like to make the project more challenging. We are in 
the process of developing an advanced JavaScript 
course. Our students have been successful with this 
final project in both mine and Teresa Pelkie's Webd170 
class.  Adding more of a JavaScript requirement would 
not only prepare students for that advanced class, but 
also produce a better portfolio piece for our students.

I would asses the same way. I'd use a linter 
for code quality and a similar, very specific 
rubric.

This is a st

I use a php linter for code quality. I'll also 
use a task analysis to judge functionality.

I'd like to add more aesthetic requirements. Too many 
students did well on the functionality and the technical 
aspects, but poorly on the visuals. This is fine for this 
course, but not fine for their portfolios. ALL projects in 
this field need to look good.

I would have presentations where the 
students judge each piece for its portfolio 
worthiness.

Students a

This final deliverable demands 
competence with course learning 
objectives. The student is asked to 
product a database application similar to 
one they might face on the job.

I'd like to keep with this project, but start it earlier. My 
students said they really enjoyed it and it helped them 
understand better how to apply what they were taught.

I'd use the same evaluation techniques. 
Linting, professional analysis and critiquing.

It's imperat



Managers from Miva Merchant,an 
eCommerce firm in San Diego were 
consulted before and after this project 
was required. A manager visited and gave 
feedback before the final week. In fact, 
one of our students, Marissa Ade is in the 
process of getting hired by them based on 
this project.

None. I'm happy with this deliverab;e
I like the idea of having professionals like 
Miva Merchant heloing to evaluate our 
students' work.

My png screenshot of the Assignment 1 
instructions was rejected by the server.

This was a very easy assignment. Most students taking 
WEBD168 have a basic understanding of HTML and 
CSS.

I used a BlackBoard assignment and 
graded the project on successful 
completion.  Each assignment was 
manually graded by visiting the remote 
web server to verify the files and folders 
were properly structured.

No Changes. The assessment matches the CLO 
exactly.



The title of the course is "professional 
practices".  The CLO describes the 
minimum objective for a web developer 
but I would like to see it match closer to 
the title of the course.

No changes needed for the actual assessment.  It is 
currently a simple objective for web developers.   
However, I propose we investigate changing the CLO to 
match "professional practices".

The attached sample assessment tool is 
an exercise from the course textbook. 

This semester, I moved towards "flipping" 
the class to allow live exercise 
demonstrations followed by 
assignment/project time with instructor 
support during time together in the 
classroom. Exercises reinforced the 
HTML/CSS concepts for the unit while 
using an editor, meeting the CLO. 
Students are expected to read book and 
review presentation material on their own 
before class time together. Every exercise 
was demonstrated using a text editor 
(Notepad for the very first in-class 
exercise, then switched to Brackets) 
available in the K105 classroom and 
freely available for students to install so 
they might practice on their own. This 
worked well, I was able to quickly 
determine when students had problems 
with the tool or the concepts.

New version of textbook released May 2018. Need to 
review and make updates as  needed for: Exercises, 
quizzes, presentations (PowerPoint and screencasts).  
More exercise screencasts so students may review on 
their own if they miss a detail during class time.
In-classroom access to recording equipment 
(headsets) and screencasting services for live in-class 
demonstrations. I've used Camtasia and Zoom, but 
found Screencast-o-matic much easier for producing 
and publishing high-quality realtime screencasts from 
any computer with a web browser. It would be great if  
the department could cover the cost for a team 
Screencast-o-matic plan for WEBD instructors, as this 
would remove the 15-minute limitation and watermarks.
Long-term: OER textbook to reduce student costs.

For on-campus or hybrid classes, in-class 
assessment of ability will continue to work.
For on-line classes, instead of the usual 
quiz, consider having students make a 
screencast of creating a simple web page to 
demonstrate their ability to use an editor to 
create HTML.
A department copy of the class textbook on 
reserve in the library would be helpful.

This is the 



This assignment was near the end of the 
semester when students have assignment 
fatigue. 

The students who completed this course were able to 
successfully upload images for their final project. 

I would access sooner in the semester. I will 
still use an assignment because I need to 
see their work in order to measure success.



trong course with a strong success rate. We can now focus on improving the deliverables to add to our students' portfolios.

are not only learning php, but building their logic in this course.

tive that this deliverable not overlap the final requirement for webd166 which teaches similar content. Webd 153 focuses more on the database



first time to my knowledge that WEBD 162 has been offered as a late-start 12-week on-campus Saturday class! The class time was changed r



e and Webd 166 focuses more on php fundamentals.



relative late in the preceding semester from Friday afternoon to Saturday morning, and consequently not well advertised, so the enrollment was ve



ery low. I think with advance notice, a Saturday class has potential for much higher enrollment than this semester might indicate, especially since t



traffic is light and parking is plentiful and free. On-line WEBD 162 instructors might suggest to students who are struggling with the on-line format 



consider the Saturday on-campus class. I would also contact the local high school (Kearny Educational Complex) as their students often take clas



  sses at San Diego Mesa College, and a Saturday class might suit their more motivated students.I changed classrooms from K104 to K105 at the b



beginning of the semester because my security code did not work - luckily I found out during the week before class started. I prefer the layout of K



K10
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